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Sarah’s Bio
Sarah P
Sarah P is the millennial CEO of a global
agency, bestselling author and business
strategist who is known for her positive, highenergy personality, integrity and business
savvy.
With her debut book Level Up, Sarah brings
unique perspectives gained from over 16
years as a competitive ice figure skater and
team coach, with her sights always set on the
Olympics.
From overcoming childhood bullying at school
and church, to finding her identity as a biracial, half-Caucasian, half-Asian millennial
woman in business, her personal growth
journey and irrefutable business lessons
challenge the reader to embrace who they
are, do the inner healing work and apply the
outer actions to level up in their life and
business.

Interview Introduction
suggested introduction for your episode with Sarah P

Today on the show we have special guest
Sarah P.
Sarah is the owner of an international
agency, bestselling author of the book
Level Up and a business strategist who is
known for her positive, high-energy
personality, integrity and business savvy.
From overcoming childhood bullying at
school and church, to finding her
identity as a bi-racial, half-Caucasian,
half-Asian millennial woman in business
in a male dominated industry, she’s here
to share her lessons learned from her
personal and professional transformation.
Her mission is to inspire people to
recognize their individuality as their #1
superpower and never compromise on
their self-worth.

Interview Questions
suggested Questions for your Interview with Sarah P
1

What inspired you to write the book Level Up?

2

You talked about being an ice skater who trained at the Olypic level. How did your
commitment and discipline on the ice convert to help your skills in business?

3

Why is self-care important for people to make time for?

4

What are some practical ways that entrepreneurs can incorporate self-care
Into their work/life integration routine? What are some of your go-to routines?

5

What is one profound event that happened in your life and what lesson did it teach
you?

6

In your book, you wrote that you want to speak to young kids to inspire them.
What message do you want to share with the youth of today?

7

What is it so important that professionals recognize their worth?

8

When it comes to building rapport and positive relationships with prospects and
clients, how important do you rank it on a scale of 1 to 10 and why?

9

Many people are starting their own businesses in the wake of the pandemic,
because they are more aware of how precious their time is and want to spend it
doing what they love. What advice can you give to new entrepreneurs?

10

Are there any last words of encouragement you want to give our listeners/viewers?

Book Description
Level Up gives business readers practical ways to
improve their confidence, communication and client
interactions from a holistic standpoint. The author
shares resiliency tips learned from overcoming
childhood bullying and low self-esteem to now running
a thriving international company that has generated 7
figure sales in just a few years.
These five chapters bring together the key components
to leveling up in your life and business such as resiliency, growth mindset, communication, self-worth,
relationship building and cultivating harmony in one’s
life.
In this book, you’ll walk away understanding:

Author: Sarah P

Publisher: Launching
Leaders Publishing Group
Website: www.SarahP.me
Amazon: Level Up

How to foster confidence within yourself and to convey
confidence to a prospect so they feel comfortable
investing in your product or service.

Practical steps that ambitious entrepreneurs can take
that will help them declutter their mind, cope with
emotions and resume their sense of balance in life.
Why it is essential to build relationships in business
and the keys to building trust and rapport that leads to
loyal, repeat customers.
Why being an effective communicator is essential to
both setting personal boundaries and improving
business growth and sales.

And so much more!

GIFTS FOR LISTENERS
Here are some suggested but optional gifts
that can be mentioned in the interview
Your listeners can get a FREE
Chapter of Sarah P’s Best
Selling Book “Level Up”
Available for instant download
at www.SarahP.me
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